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NOTICE OF TERMINATION
This letter shall serve as notification that, pursuant to Title 8 of the Code of Federal Regulations ("8
C.F.R.") section 204.6(m)(6), U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services ("USCIS") has terminated the
designation ofNew Orleans Mayor's Office of Economic Development Regional Center (the "Regional
Center") as a regional center under the Immigrant Investor Program (the "Program''). 1
The regulation at 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(m)(6) (Continued participation requirements for regional centers)
provides:
(i) Regional centers approved for participation in the program must:
(A) Continue to meet the requirements of section 610(a) of the Appropriations
Act.
(B) Provide USCIS with updated information annually, and/or as otherwise
requested by USCIS, to demonstrate that the regional center is continuing to
promote economic growth, including increased export sales, improved regional
productivity, job creation, and increased domestic capital investment in the
approved geographic area, using a form designated for this purpose; and
(C) Pay the fee provided by 8 CFR 103.7(b)(l)(i)(XX).

(ii) users will issue a notice of intent to terminate the designation of a regional center in
the program if:
(A) A regional center fails to submit the information required m paragraph
(m)(6)(i)(B) of this section, or pay the associated fee; or

1

See also Section 610 of the Departments of Commerce, Justice, and State, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies
Appropriations Act. I993, Pub. L. No. I 02-395, I 06 Stat. I828 ( 1992), as amended (hereinafter "Appropriations
Act").
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(B) USCIS determines that the regional center no longer serves the purpose of
promoting economic growth, including increased export sales, improved regional
productivity, job creation, and increased domestic capital investment.
(iii) A notice of intent to terminate the designation of a regional center will be sent to the
regional center and set forth the reasons for termination.
(iv) The regional center will be provided 30 days from receipt of the notice of intent to
terminate to rebut the ground or grounds stated in the notice of intent to terminate.
(v) USCIS will notify the regional center of the final decision. If USCIS determines that
the regional center's participation in the program should be terminated, USCIS will state
the reasons for termination. The regional center may appeal the final termination decision
in accordance with 8 CFR 103.3.
(vi) A regional center may elect to withdraw from the program and request a termination
of the regional center designation. The regional center must notify USCIS of such
election in the form of a letter or as otherwise requested by USCIS. USCIS will notify the
regional center of its decision regarding the withdrawal request in writing.
I. Procedural History

On January 18, 1994, the Immigration and Nationality Service, which oversaw the EB-5 program at the
time, designated the New Orleans Mayor's Economic Development Department as a regional center.
Based on the initial designation, the Regional Center obtained approval to promote economic growth
under the Program in a number of specific census tracts within the City of New Orleans.
In May 2006, the Mayor's Office of Economic Development ("MOED''), the successor to the New
Orleans Mayor's Economic Development Department, submitted a request to USCIS requesting that it be
re-designated as a regional center. USCIS approved MOED's request on February 16, 2007. As part of
the re-designation, the Regional Center expanded its geographic boundaries to encompass the entire
Parish of Orleans.
In the request for redesignation, the MOED indicated that a private entity, NobleReach-NOLA, LLC,
would assume management of the Regional Center activities on behalf of the City of New Orleans.
William B. Hungerford, Jr. and Timothy Milbrath are involved in the management of NobleReachNOLA, LLC, with Mr. Hungerford acting as its president. Mr. Hungerford and Mr. Milbrath are also
involved in the management of various funds associated with the Regional Center, as well as
NobleOutreach, LLC, a company that advertises itself as specializing in EB-5 financing.
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ShipBuilders, LLC; Value Place -New Orleans #1, LLC; Value Place -New Orleans #2, LLC; Value
Place- New Orleans #3, LLC; Value Place- New Orleans #4, LLC; Value Place- New Orleans #5, LLC;
Value Place - New Orleans #6, LLC; First NBC Bank; EquipCo, LLC; EquipCo-Training, LLC;
EquipCo-Repair, LLC; BAY -NOLA, LLC; BAY -NOLA-MKTG, LLC; BAY -BR-MKTG, LLC; BAYNOLA-Ventures, LLC; BAY -NOLA-Consulting, LLC; BAY -NOLA-MGMT, LLC; New Orleans
Diplomat, LLC; New York Diplomat, LLC; Belgium Diplomat, LLC; Diplomat Production, LLC;
Diplomat Distribution, LLC; Washington Diplomat, LLC; and an entity tentatively named Film Factory.
The J-526 Regional Center Business Document ("Business Document"), which was submitted with the
Regional Center's request for redesignation, contains a chart summarizing the JCEs and their general
business, which is reproduced belo~:

SwiftShips ShipBuilders, LLC

Marina, Ship Builder, Port Facility,
Ship Building Yard, Facilities, and
Operating entities

Value Place New Orleans #1 -6

6 Extended-stay Hotels

First NBC Bank

Bank, Micro Lending, and
Community Development Banking

EquipCo, LLC; EquipCoTraining, LLC; EquipCo-Repair,
LLC

Construction equipment sales and
rental entities

BAY-NOLA, LLC; BAY-NOLAMKTG, LLC; BAY-BR-MKTG,
LLC; BAY-NOLA-Ventures,
LLC; BAY-NOLA-Consulting,
BAY -NOLA-MGMT LLC
LLC;
LLC;
LLC;
LLC;

Marketing, financial management,
due diligence and business analysis,
and economic forecasting and
analysis entities
Newspaper and magazine
production, printing, sales,
distribution

Film Production studio (real estate
and

2

See, Regional Center Business Document, p. 9. Information on anticipated job creation omitted.
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2011

RCW 1200450502

12/22/2011

2012

RCW 1236650983

12/26/2012

2013

RCW1336151507

12/24/2013

2014

RCW 1500652407

1/5/2015

2015

RCW 1535653817

12/22/2015

2016

RCW 1700655448

12/27/2016

c.

(b)(4)

Investor Lawsuits

On March 15, 2012, 28 of the Regional Center's EB-5 investors brought a derivative civil action in the
United States District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana on behalf of the NCE against William
Hungerford and Timothy Milbrath, and 37 entities affiliated with the Regional Center, including
NobleOutreach, LLC, the JCEs and the NCE as the Nominal Defendant.. The District Court dismissed
the investors' complaint on July 11, 2014 for lack of jurisdiction and the District Court made no ruling on
the merits of the complaint. On October 21, 2014, the investors brought a civil suit against Mr.
Hungerford, Mr. Milbrath, and numerous corporate defendants in the Louisiana Civil District Court for
the Parish of Orleans. The allegations in the state civil complaint are substantially identical to those in the
federal lawsuit and the state lawsuit remains ongoing.
In the state civil complaint, the investors allege that Hungerford and Milbrath, both individually and
collectively as the members ofNoble-ReaiEstate-GP, LLC, the general partner of theNCE, breached their
fiduciary duties, grossly mismanaged the NCE, and converted and misappropriated funds by diverting
investment funds in the NCE to themselves and/or entities they control. The investors allege that Mr.
(b)(4) Hungerford and Mr. Milbrath diverted at least
of EB-5 capital to themselves for consulting
services. The investors also allege that Hungerford and Milbrath diverted at least
of EB-5 (b)(4)
capital that was specifically dedicated and reserved for the JCEs away from job-creating activity to pay
for operating expenses of the Regional Center, including financing the purchase of real estate in
Maryland.
Specifically, the complaint alleges that Mr. Hungerford and Mr. Milbrath, with the assistance of others,
formed a number of corporate entities and then used those entities to divert EB-5 funds. According to the
complaint, Mr. Hungerford and Mr. Milbrath created a complex and layered web of over thirty limited
4

While the first I-924A filed by the Regional Center was for FY 201 I, it has existed since 1994 and the aggregated
information claimed tor each FY I-924A covers its entire history.
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designation of a regional center in the program if ... users determines that the regional center no longer
serves the purpose of promoting economic growth, including increased export sales, improved regional
productivity, job creation, and increased domestic capital investment.").
The reasons why a regional center may no longer serve the purpose of promoting economic growth are
varied and "extend beyond inactivity on the part of a regional center." 75 FR 58962. For example,
depending on the facts, a regional center that takes actions that undermine investors' ability to comply
with EB-5 statutory and regulatory requirements such that investors cannot obtain EB-5 classification
through investment in the regional center may no longer serve the purpose of promoting economic growth
and may subvert a purpose of Section 61 0( a)-(b) of the Appropriations Act, which provides for regional
centers as a vehicle to concentrate pooled investment in defined economic zones by setting aside visas for
aliens classified under INA 203(b)(5). Likewise, a regional center that fails to engage in proper
monitoring and oversight of the capital investment activities and jobs created or maintained under the
sponsorship of the regional center may no longer serve the purpose of promoting economic growth in
compliance with the Program and its authorities.
In response to the NOIT, the Regional Center submitted the following:
•

A letter dated December 13,2017 from Rebecca Conwell from the New Orleans Mayor's Office
of Economic Development.

The Regional Center provided no other evience or information in response to the NOIT. USCIS also
received the following from directly from NobleReach:
•

A letter dated December 8, 2017 from Duris L. Holmes indicating that he represented
Noble Reach. (Note that NobleReach was not required to respond to the NOIT.)

In her letter, Ms. Conwell does not contest the grounds alleged in the NOIT. Rather she acknowledges
that, " ... since 2012, Noble and its affiliate companies have been the subject of extensive litigation that
alleges misappropriate of funds, among other allegations." She indicates that she believes the EB-5
program can be an important tool for stimulating the economy and creating jobs and that it is unfortunate
that Noble Reach-NOLA, LLC has been unable to successfully operate the Regional Center. She further
indicates that if the Regional Center is terminated, the City of New Orleans will likely reapply for
Regional Center status in the future. Again, the Regional Center provided no other evience or
information in response to the NOIT.
In the letter from NobleReach, Mr. Holmes stated:
NobleReach and its affiliates and representatives wish to note their disagreement with
many of the allegations in the notice. Because of ongoing legal matters, Noble Reach will
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not respond point by point to the allegations but does not concede the validity of the
allegations, notes that there is additional relevant information that is not included in the
notice, and reserves the right to contest the allegations in any applicable forum.
Other than the letter from Mr. Holmes, NobleReach did not provide any explanations or evidence to
support its position or overcome the allegations contained in the NOIT.
Here, the Regional Center does not contest and did not submit any evidence to overcome the grounds
alleged in the NOIT. USCIS has considered all evidence in the record "for relevance, probative value, and
credibility, both individually and within the context of the totality of the evidence," in determining
whether the Regional Center's continued participation is justified under the regulations by a
preponderance of the evidence. See, Matter of Chawathe, 25 I&N Dec. 369, 376 (AAO 20 I 0).
Accordingly, and for the reasons set forth below, USCIS has determined that the Regional Center's
participation in the Program should be terminated pursuant to 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(m)(6)(v).

1.

Lack of Regional Center Activity

The Regional Center's Form I-924A filings for fiscal years 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2016 5 do
not report any new EB-5 capital investment or job creation (outside of minor variances in job creation
between fiscal years 2011-20 13). In addition, although USC IS originally designated the Regional Center
on January 18, 1994 and redesignated the Regional Center on February 16, 2007, the Regional Center's
Form I-924A filings starting with fiscal year 2011 do not report any new pending or approved Forms I526 filed by petitioners who have made or are actively in the process of making investments associated
with the Regional Center. The last year in which a Form I-526 associated with the Regional Center was
received was 2010 and the last year in which a Form I-526 associated with the Regional Center was
approved was in 20 I 0. The last year in which a Form I-829 associated with the Regional Center was
received was 2013.
The Regional Center's filings since fiscal year 2013 do not otherwise indicate that it has conducted
activity that serves the purposes of the Program, including the "purpose of concentrating pooled
investment" as required by section 610(a) of the Appropriations Act. 6 It appears that the Regional Center
sponsored only one NCE (Noblerealestatefund, LP) in its entire 23 year history. It has also only had one
project (The Value Place Hotels project) since its redesignation in 2008 and the last expenditures claimed
by the Regional Center occurred in 20 13. Further, US CIS has no information or evidence that the

5

Although not raised in the NOJT, as of the date of this Notice, USCJS has not received a Form J-924A for fiscal
year 2017, which the Regional Center was required to submit between October 1, 2017 and December 29, 2017.
6
While the first I-924A filed by the Regional Center was for FY 2011, it has existed since 1994 and the aggregated
information claimed tor each FY J-924A covers its entire history.
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(b)(4)
As of June 201 I, VP NOLA had transferred
to VP NOLA 2, which appears to be the entity
responsible for construction of the Value Place Hotel and Value Place Complex 11 •
In support of a Form 1-829, Petition by Entrepreneur to Remove Conditions on Permanent Resident
Status, USCIS received an economic impact analysis report for VP NOLA 2 which included the
company's general ledger for 2009 through 2011. According to the economic impact analysis and based
upon expenditures documented in the VP NOLA 2 general ledger, the eligible construction expenditures
included 12 :

(b)(4)

To summarize, over the three-year period covered by the general ledger, VP NOLA 2 indicates that a total
of
was expended on construction and related activities associated with the Value Place Hotel
(b)(4)
and Complex project. However, many of the claimed expenditures for construction and other related

11/d.
12

See. An EB-5 Economic Impact Analysis ofNobleRealEstateFund, LP Job-Creating Investments: Response to

NOID.
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activities for VP NOLA 2 are suspect and call into question how much if any of these expenditures went
to actual progress on construction and job creating activities.

(b)(4)

For example, the VP NOLA 2 general ledger submitted to USCIS indicates that about
of
total expenditures were paid to BAY-NOLA-MGMT and NobleOutreach, LLC for construction related
services. However, nothing in the record indicates that these fees went to actual construction work. To the
contrary, USCIS notes that theNCE's own financial statements identify BAY -NOLA-MGMT as, "a fullservice financial consulting firm handling financial analysis, project analysis, financial and economic
analysis of proposed projects. 13 " Additionally, the record does not contain evidence demonstrating what
construction services NobleOutreach, LLC, a finance company located in Maryland, provided for the
funds it received from VP NOLA 2.
This pattern of misrepresentation of the nature of expenditures occurred across multiple companies over
multiple years. For instance, the record contains invoices which again show that VP NOLA 2 paid
to BA Y-NOLA-MGMT for construction services in 2011. The invoices state that they are for,
(b)(4) "Construction Advisory & Services". Again, since BAY -NOLA-MGMT is a construction management
company and not an actual construction company, it appears that these expenditures did not go to actual
construction or job creation.
Overall, it appears that any and all of the claimed construction expenditures paid to BA Y-NOLA-MGMT
for construction management or advisory services do not seem to have resulted in actual construction.
While some engineering, geotechnical, legal, and accounting services may have occurred from 2009 to
20 II, the record contains no evidence demonstrating that any actual construction work has been done on
the project. Further, since the last expenditures for the project occurred in 2011, it appears that there has
been no progress on the project since 20 II. Because of the lack of progress on the construction of the
Value Place Hotel and Value Place Complex over the past eight years (despite significant payments for
14
management services paid out to entities controlled by the Regional Center's principal and/or officers ),
USCIS has determined that it is more likely than not that the Regional Center no longer serves the
purpose of promoting economic growth in compliance with the Program.

3. No Viable Projects For EB-5 Investors

13

See NobleRealEstateFund Financial Statements Year Ended December 31, 2009 and NobleRealEstateFund
Financial Statements Year Ended December 3 L 2010.
14
According to the September 16, 2006 Memorandum of Understanding Between Noblereach-NOLA, LLC and The
City of New Orleans, Mayor's Office of Economic Development, Noblereach-NOLA, LLC is authorized to act as
the principal agent of the Regional Center.
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(b)(4)
these entities paid, only a fraction of the NCE's EB-5 capital was actually used with any legitimate and
articulable nexus to job creation presented by the Regional Center or seeking to be claimed by the
received from EB-5 investors, it appears that
Regional Center's associated investors. Of the :
less than half of the funds have been expended on job-creating investments:

(b)(4)

Since USCIS' approval of the Forms 1-526 associated with it, theNCE, under the control of the Regional
Center's principal and/or officers, has changed its operations in such a way that raises doubts that the EB5 funds invested into the NCE will be expended on job creating activity. The multiple layers of holding
companies the Regional Center's principal and/or officers have interposed between the NCE and the
business or businesses most closely responsible for the job creating activity allow significant amounts of
EB-5 capital to dissipate. Furthermore, the use of EB-5 capital to pay excessive fees for nebulous and
undocumented management services further suggests that capital invested into the NCE by EB-5
investors did not, and will not, go to the entities most closely responsible for job creation.
Because of the numerous transfers of EB-5 capital detailed above that cast significant doubt on the
legitimacy and viability of the Regional Center's sole NCE, USCIS has determined that theNCE and any
other associated projects sponsored by the Regional Center are not likely to be viable for the promotion of
economic growth in accordance with Program requirements. There are no pending Form l-526s and
USCIS has issued Notices of Intent to Deny (NO IDs) to all of the petitioners who have filed Form I-829s,
based on concerns regarding the sustainment of capital and job creation.

4. Material Misrepresentations
During the course of its adjudications, and the verification of information submitted by the Regional
Center and individual Form 1-526 petitioners, USCIS has discovered significant discrepancies between
what the Regional Center represented in its filings and in documents provided to individual Form 1-526
petitioners and what USClS was able to determine independently. As such, USCIS has determined that
the Regional Center misrepresented material facts to USCIS through its filings and in documents
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(b)(4)
into construction. Other evidence, such as the General Ledger for BAY -NOLA-MGMT and
the Greengate study, also contradict the claims made by the Regional Center on its Forms I-924A.
Regional centers submit the Form I-924A annually to demonstrate that they continue to meet the
requirements of section 61 O(a) of the Appropriations Act by continuing to promote economic growth in
their approved geographic area. The accuracy of the information on the Form I-924A is attested to, under
penalty of perjury, by the principal of the Regional Center.
In the instant case, it appears that the Regional Center has repeatedly made false statements about how
BA Y-NOLA-MGMT expended the EB-5 capital it received. Mr. Hungerford has signed all of the
Regional Center's Forms I-924A. He is also responsible for the management of BAY -NOLA-MGMT
through his majority ownership interest through TIMONE, LLC and his control of theNCE through its
general partner Noble Rea!EState GP, LLC. Mr. Hungerford has repeatedly made claims that BAYNOLA-MGMT invested EB-5 capital into the construction and food services industries to promote
economic growth. However, he has submitted no evidence to support his claims and other evidence,
including the Greengate study submitted by the Regional Center, contradicts the claimed expenditures.
Therefore, it appears that the Regional Center has artificiaily inflated its job creation by claiming jobs
based off expenditures that did not occur.
The apparent and unexplained misrepresentations made by the Regional Center through Mr. Hungerford
outlined above cast doubt on the credibility of all of the Regional Center's filings and the legitimacy of its
operations. For these reasons, USCIS has determined by a preponderance of the evidence that the
Regional Center no longer serves the purpose of promoting economic growth in compliance with the
Program.
5.

Factors Impacting Regional Center's Ability to Serve the Purpose of Promoting Economic
Growth: Self-Dealing and Improper Use of EB-5 Capital

As noted previously, a regional center that takes actions that undermine investors' ability to comply with
EB-5 statutory and regulatory requirements such that investors cannot obtain EB-5 classification may no
has determined, based on the evidence
longer serve the purpose of promoting economic growth.
detailed below, that the Regional Center may no longer be able to serve the purpose of promoting
economic growth in compliance with the Program.

users

Se If-dealing
The EB-5 investors associated with the Regional Center assert in both the federal and Louisiana
complaints that Mr. Hungerford and Mr. Milbrath created more than 30 limited liability companies and
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immediately transferred to the BAY-NOLA-MGMT payroll account from which Mr. Hungerford and
Mr. Milbrath paid their own fees.

(b)(4)

The Regional Center's principal and/or officers exercised total control over all the funds received by the
NCE through their majority ownership interests. They chose to invest EB-5 capital into ventures that
benefitted them financially at the expense of the investors who provided the capital. They chose to
expend
of the EB-5 capital received by theNCE on management and consulting fees paid out
to companies they owned. The self-dealing apparent in the record and the lack of information provided
on the uses of EB-5 capital cast considerable doubt that the funds were used to promote economic grov.1h
in accordance with EB-5 program requirements.
Use of EB-5 Capital for Regional Center Expenses and Altered Documentation
Applicable regulations provide that, in order "[t]o show that the petitioner has invested or is actively in
the process of investing the required amount of capital, the petition must be accompanied by evidence that
the petitioner has placed the required amount of capital at risk for the purpose of generating a return on
the capital placed at risk. Evidence of mere intent to invest, or of prospective investment arrangements
entailing no present commitment, will not suffice to show that the petitioner is actively in the process of
investing. The alien must show actual commitment of the required amount of capital." 8 C.F.R. §
204.60)(2). For the capital to be "at risk" there must be a risk ofloss and a chance for gain.
One of the aforementioned USCJS precedent cases, Matter of lzummi, held that in order for a petitioner to
meet the burden of establishing that the investment capital has been placed at risk for the purpose of
generating a return, the "full amount of money must be made available to the business(es) most closely
responsible for creating the employment upon which the petition is based." 22 I&N Dec. at 179 (emphasis
omitted). In that case, the Administrative Appeals Unit of the INS ruled that an investment did not
comply with EB-5 requirements where portions of the $500,000 capital contribution invested in theNCE
were used to pay administrative fees and expenses, such as finders fees and immigration consultant fees,
rather than being placed at risk for the purpose of generating a return. Id For NCEs associated with
regional centers, the capital contribution must be made available to the job creating entity.
As noted in the Policy Manual, "Congress created the immigrant investor category so the
U.S. economy can benefit from an immigrant's contribution of capital. This benefit is greatest when
capital is at risk and invested in a new commercial enterprise that, because of the investment, creates at
least 10 full-time jobs for U.S. workers. The regulations that govern the category define the terms capital
and investment with this economic benefit in mind." The creation of jobs for U.S. workers is a critical
element of the EB-5 program. A petitioner must demonstrate that he or she has invested the requisite
amount of capital in a new commercial enterprise which will create full-time positions for at least I 0
qualifying employees. 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(j). Additionally, in order to have conditions on permanent
residence removed, a petitioner must show that he or she created or can be expected to create within a
reasonable time ten full-time positions for qualifYing employees. 8 C.F.R. § 216.6(a)(4)(iv). A petitioner
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billing rates, and their bills are identical in appearance, except for the name 53 •
Communications invoices also reference work at the EPT site.

The SymCiear

The SymClear Communications invoices cover the period between April 21, 2010, through July 2, 2011,
Review of the invoices shows that SymClear Communications appears to be
performing work for NobleOutreach, LLC, the Regional Center, and the JCEs while billing all the work
to BAY-NOLA-MGMT. The majority of the work in the invoices appears to be on behalf of
NobleOutreach, LLC and the Regional Center, including computer hardware and network expenses,
website hosting, and technical support. The work on behalf of the JCEs appears to include web design
and hosting.

(b)(4) and total

It is clear from the record that work done on behalf of the Regional Center and NobleOutreach, LLC was
paid for by BAY -NOLA-MGMT with EB-5 capital. The record lacks sufficient documentation to
determine the exact amount of work done on behalf of each entity; a problem exacerbated by
commingling of funds among the Regional Center, NobleOutreach, LLC, and the JCEs. None of the
expenses in the invoices for the Regional Center or NobleOutreach, LLC would seem to be eligible to
support job creation for any Form 1-829 petitions, and separating out the scope and extent of services
performed for the Regional Center, NobleOutreach, LLC and the JCEs is difficult when the invoices were
generally addressed to and paid by BAY-NOLA-MGMT.
There are also invoices related to office cleaning. The record contains weekly invoices for the period
between January 24, 20 II, and July 9, 20 II. USC IS notes that the record contains two different versions
ofthese invoices.
For example, the invoices accompanying one of the first Form 1-829 petitions submitted indicate that the
cleaning service address is 42154 Panorama Place, in Leesburg, Virginia. These invoices describe the
work performed as, "Provide cleaning services for 13211 Executive Park Terrace office suite".
According to Maryland State records, Bay-Nola-Ventures-MD, LLC owned 13211 Executive Park
Terrace from April 21,2010 to June 01,2015 54 • Further, Mr. Hungerford seems to have controlled BayNola-Ventures-MD, LLC 55 • Through its principal, then, the Regional Center caused, or at least allowed,
EB-5 capital to be used to purchase property for Bay-Nola-Ventures-MD, LLC in Maryland. These
invoices indicate that the Regional Center also caused, or at least allowed, EB-5 capital to be used to pay
for cleaning services in Maryland, well outside the Regional Center's geographic scope. There is
insufficient evidence or explanation in the record justifying these expenditures of EB-5 funds to purchase
office property for Bay-Nola-Ventures-MD, LLC in Maryland and provide cleaning services for this
office. Since these expenditures do not seem to be eligible to support job creation for petitioners
53

Both companies use 1885 Country Manor Lane in Rock Hill, South Carolina as their remittance address, which
appears to be a private residence.
54
See, http://sdat.dat.maryland.gov/RealProperty/Pages/default.aspx.
55
See, https://egov .maryland.gov/BusinessExpress/EntitySearch/Businesslntormation/W 13441860.
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associated with the Regional Center, this use of EB-5 funds is not m compliance with Program
requirements.
A second version of these invoices was submitted by one of the last EB-5 investors to file a Form 1-829
petition associated with the Regional Center. This second set of invoices indicates that the cleaning
service's business address is PO Box 302, 701 Loyola Avenue in New Orleans, Louisiana, and describes
the work as only "Provide cleaning services". In all other respects, the information on the invoices is
identical to the previously submitted invoices: dates, invoice numbers, amounts.
It appears that the second set of invoices was altered to give the appearance that the cleaning services
were being provided in Louisiana, within the geographic scope of the Regional Center. The Regional
Center provided the invoices to the investors in support of their Form 1-829 petitions, but provided no
explanation of the discrepancies from earlier submissions.

These instances of self-dealing by the Regional Center's principal and/or officers and their involvement in
causing or allowing EB-5 funds to be used for Regional Center expenses or other expenses that would not
be eligible to support job creation for the petitioners associated with the Regional Center undermine the
investors' ability to comply with EB-5 statutory and regulatory requirements and to obtain EB-5
classification. Thus, USCIS has determined, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the Regional
Center no longer serves the purpose of promoting economic growth.

6. Diversion of EB-5 funds
The complaints filed by the NCE's investors indicate that EB-5 funds were used for purposes that are
inconsistent with the business plans submitted to USCIS, which were developed and created by the
Regional Center, and inconsistent with the purpose of job creation.
Specifically, as detailed to USCIS in the Business Document, the job creation was to be based on the
NCE's investments in a diverse investment portfolio within the geographic scope of the Regional Center
that included: marina, shipbuilding, and port facility expenditures; extended stay hotel expenditures;
banking, microlending, and community development expenditures; construction equipment sales and
rental expenditures; marketing, financial management and business analysis expenditures; newspaper and
magazine production, printing, and distribution expenditures; and film production expenditures56 •
The use of EB-5 funds for purposes unrelated to these job creating activities within the geographic scope
of the Regional Center and unrelated to the furtherance of job creation not only casts doubt on the
legitimacy of the Regional Center's representations regarding the use of EB-5 funds, but also impacts the
investors associated with the Regional Center whose petitions rely on job creation for program eligibility.

56

See, Business Document, p. 9
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President. According to its website and promotional material, NobleOutreach, LLC advertises itself as a
business that helps EB-5 investors invest in the United States, primarily through the Regional Center58 •
The record does not establish the relationship between NobleReach-NOLA, LLC and NobleOutreach,
LLC. Under the terms of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the City of New Orleans
Mayor's Office of Economic Development, the Regional Center is managed by NobleReach-NOLA,
LLC. The MOU makes no mention of NobleOutreach, LLC. 59 Beyond the involvement of Mr.
Hungerford and Mr. Milbrath in both NobleReach-NOLA, LLC and NobleOutreach, LLC, the record
does not establish the relationship between NobleOutreach, LLC and NobleReach-NOLA, LLC.
However, these two entities appear to serve the same purpose. For instance, NobleOutreach, LLC
advertises the Regional Center on the NobleOutreach, LLC website and documentation, such as the
Business Document, is submitted to USCIS on NobleOutreach, LLC letterhead.
The purpose of the transfers to NobleOutreach, LLC is unclear; the record contains no documentation to
justify the transfers of EB-5 capital from BAY-NOLA-MGMT. The record does not demonstrate what
NobleOutreach, LLC did with the funds it received or that they were invested in job-creating activities as
disclosed to the investors or USCIS within the Regional Center's geographic scope. Furthermore, it is
unclear why BAY -NOLA-MGMT, which purports to provide construction, management, payroll,
financial analysis, and project analysis, is transferring funds to an outside entity for those same services.
USCIS notes that the general ledger for BAY -NOLA-MGMT shows that starting in January 2010,
NobleOutreach, LLC began regular bi-weekly transfers of funds to BAY -NOLA-MGMT. The 28
transfers documented in the general ledger for BAY-NOLA-MGMT total
and average
approximately
per transfer.

(b)(4)

It appears that the Regional Center's principal and/or officers transferred approximately
of
EB-5 capital out of BA Y-NOLA-MGMT, which they control, and into NobleOutreach, LLC, which they
co-own.
In addition to the questionable transfers to NobleOutreach, LLC, the record contains evidence that the
EB-5 capital was diverted out of BAY -NOLA-MGMT's account to purchase property in Maryland, then
used to pay rent on the purchased property, inconsistent with any business plan or other filing submitted
to USCIS.

58
59

See. http://www.nobleoutreach.com. See also http://www.nobleoutreach.com/docs/nor_brochure. pdf.
See. Letter 1rom the City ofNew Orleans, dated October 16,2006.
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The diversion of EB-5 capital outside the geographic boundaries of the Regional Center appears to solely
benefit the majority owners of BAY -NOLA-VENTURES-MD, LLC. Further, this appears to be a willful
disregard for EB-5 program requirements, as Mr. Hungerford had previously notified USCIS of his
understanding of the prohibition on investing outside ofthe Regional Center's geographic territory.

(b)(4)

The General Ledger for BAY-NOLA-MGMT shows that the expenses comprised
in fees paid
to NobleOutreach, LLC, the Maryland company owned by Mr. Hungerford and Mr. Milbrath, for various
.
purported management services .
~

(b)(4)

of EB-5 investor funds over the course of 18 months for BAY -NOLA-MGMT
The use of
to pay NobleOutreach, LLC, for general unspecified and unexplained "management service fees",
"consulting" services and expenses, "financial consulting services", "financial analysis & consulting
services" and such, as laid out in the general ledger for BAY -NOLA-MGMT, contradicts the Business
Document submitted to USCIS by the Regional Center, which allotted
to be invested by the
NCE for all of the BAY-NOLA entities, including BAY-NOLA-MGMT. As noted above, USCIS
questions why a purported financial services firm such as BA Y-NOLA-MGMT would need to pay for
financial management and consulting services by NobleOutreach, LLC, and because there are insufficient
details in the invoices, supporting documentation for petitions or Regional Center filings submitted, the
record does not explain this. Also, BA Y-NOLA-MGMT used EB-5 investor funds to pay for, "staffing &
analysis services", "staffing & management services", "staffing/labor use fees" and such, but again, there
is no record ofthe number or salaries of any employees employed at BAY-NOLA-MGMT. Furthermore,
EB-5 funds to be used to purchase and rent office property in Maryland contradicts the Business
Document submitted to USCIS by the Regional Center. The business plan indicates that EB-5 capital
would be used for providing business services in the New Orleans market. The uses of the EB-5 capital
indicated in the business plan also provide the basis for the economic impact analysis submitted by the
Regional Center to show how theNCE would create jobs and benefit the economy.
Based on the evidence detailed above, it appears that the Regional Center, through its principal, caused
EB-5 funds to be used for purposes unrelated to the businesses of the NCE or JCEs or job creating
activities as disclosed to the investors and the agency. Thus, USCIS has determined by a preponderance
of the evidence that the Regional Center no longer serves the purpose of promoting economic growth in
compliance with the Program.
Ill. Conclusion
For the reasons described above and set forth in the NOIT and pursuant to 8 C.F.R. 204.6(m)(6), USCIS
has determined that the Regional Center no longer serves the purpose of promoting economic growth and
through this Notice of Termination, hereby terminates the Regional Center's participation in the Program.
66

See. BAY-NOLA-MGMT, LLC General Ledger as of December 31,2010.
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If the Regional Center disagrees with this decision, or if the Regional Center has additional evidence that
shows this decision is incorrect, the Regional Center may file a motion or an appeal to this decision by
filing a completed Form I-2908, Notice of Appeal or Motion, along with the appropriate filing fee. A
copy is enclosed. The Regional Center may also include a brief or other written statement and additional
evidence in support of the motion or appeal. The Form I-2908 must be filed within 33 days from the date
of this notice. If a motion or appeal is not filed within 33 days, this decision is final.
The Regional Center must send the completed Form I-2908 and supporting documentation with the
appropriate filing fee to the address indicated below. If the Regional Center disagrees with this decision,
or if the Regional Center has additional evidence that shows this decision is incorrect, the Regional
Center may file a motion or an appeal to this decision by filing a completed Form I-2908, Notice of
Appeal or Motion, along with the appropriate filing fee. A copy is enclosed. The Regional Center may
also include a brief or other written statement and additional evidence in support of the motion or appeal.
The Form I-2908 must be filed within 33 days from the date of this notice. If a motion or appeal is not
filed within 33 days, this decision is final.
The Regional Center must send the completed Form I-2908 and supporting documentation with the
appropriate filing fee to the address indicated below.
If using the U.S. Postal Service:

If using USPS Express Main/Courier:

users

users

P.O. Box 660168
Dallas, TX 75266

Attn: I-2908
2501 S. State Highway 121 Business
Suite 400
Lewisville, TX 75067

For an appeal, the Regional Center may request additional time to submit a brief within 30 calendar days
of filing the appeal. Any brief, written statement, or evidence in support of an appeal that is not filed with
Form 1-2908 must be directly sent within 30 days of filing the appeal to:
USCIS Administrative Appeals Office
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
20 Massachusetts A venue, NW, MS 2090
Washington, DC 20529-2090

For more information about the filing requirements for appeals and motions, please see 8 C.F.R. § I 03.3
or 103.5, or visit the USCIS website at www.uscis.gov.
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Nicholas Colucci
Chief, Immigrant Investor Program
Enclosures:

cc:

(I) Form I-2908 with instructions
(2) Notice of Intent to Tenninate issued on November 13, 2017

William B. Hungerford, Jr.
General Partner- Noble RealE State GP, LLC
6221 S. Claiborne Avenue, Suite. 650
New Orleans, LA 70125
Michael Fantaci, Esq.
Leblanc, Fantaci, Villio, LLC
3421 N Causeway Blvd. Ste. 30 I
Mataire, LA. 70002

